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Please tell us a short story about someone who has benefited from this funding.
Jane* is just one of six ensemble members that has benefitted from participating in the funded project, 
'Caliban'. The experience enabled Jane to apply the creative skills she had acquired from earlier programs 
in a more sophisticated process of theatre making to create an original production for main stage theatre. 
Jane contributed to all aspects including devising, writing and performing in this collaborative project and 
has since gone on to become a more established theatre making with the company. In 2018 she was 
given a position as lead artist facilitating a drama workshop program in Werribee with culturally diverse 
teenagers who under Jane's guidance are now creating theatre that reflects their own lives and concerns 
for presentation to their peers within their communities.

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.
1. Pathways: TFN funding has provided young culturally diverse emerging artists with a pathway for
improving their theatre making practice. Four of these artists are currently employed by Western Edge 
Youth Arts and other arts organisations in 2017.
2. Changing attitudes: Example of audience written feedback: "I loved being informed in an interesting way
about stats on climate change, a real awakening, i had tears and laughter and multiple goose bump 
moments."

Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used
Working in a professional venue puts pressure on the standards of production and the number of hours 
needed to employ artists to reach a professional level of production. The funds were used to pay artists 
and production costs.
Artist wages $16,168
Production, staging and costumes $2,372
Total $18,540



N/A
Not necessarily financial related, but the planned tour of Caliban has been rescheduled for May 2018 and 
will involve shows in 6 regional venues, including workshops with school students run by the Ensemble. 
This will not only give more employment opportunity to these young theatre makers but hundreds of more 
audiences an opportunity to hear their stories and to challenge the way they think about climate change 
and the world we live in.

How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN
funding?
There were 15 people involved in this project. Indirectly audiences totalled 460, this included participants 
from other WEYA projects who were inspired and excited by the work of older company members.

What measures did you use to assess the impact?
Audience and peer review response surveys that collected quantitative and qualitative data.
Evaluative interviews conducted with emerging artists after the end of the project and followed up after one 
year

Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event
The success of this project has contributed to a better public profile for our emerging artist program and 
support from philanthropic bodies. We have recently leveraged the success of Caliban to secure $15,000 
from Helen Macpherson Smith Trust towards the next creative development project for the Ensemble and 
we are on the cusp of securing a three year grant for this program. Watch this space........This would not 
have been possible without Caliban.

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met
through TFN? 
No

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from
anyone you met through TFN? 
Yes, pro-bono services

What did you receive and from whom?
Assistance with HR policy templates

How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?
We wouldn’t have been able to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other
sources you did not meet through TFN?
Yes

How much and from whom?
No, but I wanted to say that we think that this was one of the real benefits to our involvement

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described your original pitch



What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?
The participation of the Board member in the pitch and other members as guests in the audience created a 
touch point for the whole Board to feel a part of the organisation's fundraising activities. It lead to more 
vigorous discussion at meetings about the effectiveness of pitches vs public donation campaigns and 
where the organisation's capacity for fundraising was best focused on.

Do you have any other comments or feedback  on the TFN experience or funding process?
Interestingly only a few months after the TFN event we were invited to pitch to Impact100 donors. It was a 
completely different process to the TFN event and unfortunately one that we decided was far inferior. We 
felt even more appreciative of the positive experience we had with TFN and how TFN treated our 
organisation with respect and made everyone feel like winners at the event, and then followed through with 
assistance and advice regarding further contact with donors. It really was an amazing opportunity. Thank 
you




